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a b s t r a c t
An L(2, 1)-labeling of a graph G is defined as a function f from the vertex set V (G) into the
nonnegative integers such that for any two vertices x, y, |f (x) − f (y)| ≥ 2 if d(x, y) = 1
and |f (x) − f (y)| ≥ 1 if d(x, y) = 2, where d(x, y) is the distance between x and y in
G. The L(2, 1)-labeling number λ2,1(G) of G is the smallest number k such that G has an
L(2, 1)-labeling with k = max{f (x)|x ∈ V (G)}. Griggs and Yeh conjectured that λ2,1(G) ≤
∆2 for any simple graph with maximum degree∆ ≥ 2. In this paper, we consider the total
graph T (G) of a graph G and derive its upper bound of λ2,1(T (G)). Shao, Yeh and Zhang had
proved that λ2,1(T (G)) ≤ max{ 34∆2+ 12∆, 12∆2+2∆}. We improve the bound to 12∆2+∆,
which shows that the conjecture of Griggs and Yeh is true for the total graph. In addition,
we obtain the exact value of λ2,1(T (Km,n)) for the total graph of a complete bipartite graph
Km,n withm ≥ n ≥ 1.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
An interesting graph labeling problem comes from the frequency assignment problem. The task of the frequency
assignment problem is to assign a frequency to each of the given transmitters such that the interference between nearby
transmitters is avoided and the span of the assignment between the largest and smallest frequencies is minimized.
Hale [1] first formulated the frequency assignment problem into a graph vertex coloring problem. Later Roberts [2]
proposed a variation of the problem in which there are two levels of inference, ‘‘close’’ and ‘‘very close’’, depending on
the distance between the transmitters. In order to reduce the inference, any two ‘‘close’’ transmitters must receive different
frequencies, and any two ‘‘very close’’ transmitters must receive frequencies by at least two apart. The transmitters are
represented by the vertices of a graph. There is an edge between two vertices if the corresponding transmitters are ‘‘very
close’’. Two vertices are defined ‘‘close’’ if they are of distance two in the graph. In 1992, Griggs and Yeh [3] formulated
the L(2, 1)-labeling of graphs. An L(2, 1)-labeling of a graph G is defined as a function f from the vertex set V (G) into
the nonnegative integers such that for any two vertices x, y, |f (x) − f (y)| ≥ 2 if d(x, y) = 1 and |f (x) − f (y)| ≥ 1 if
d(x, y) = 2, where d(x, y), the distance of x and y, is the length of a shortest path between x and y. A k-L(2, 1)-labeling is an
L(2, 1)-labeling such that no label used is greater than k. The L(2, 1)-labeling number λ2,1(G) of G is the smallest number k
such that G has a k-L(2, 1)-labeling.
The L(2, 1)-labeling of graphs has been extensively studied in the past decade [3–20]. Most of these papers consider
the values of λ2,1(G) on particular classes of graphs. However, Griggs and Yeh [3] proved an upper bound∆2 + 2∆ for any
simple graphwithmaximumdegree∆. Later, Chang and Kuo [4] improved the bound to λ2,1(G) ≤ ∆2+∆ andGonçalves [5]
decreased it to∆2 +∆− 2. In general, Griggs and Yeh [3] suggested the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 1.1. For any graph G with maximum degree∆ ≥ 2, λ2,1(G) ≤ ∆2.
We can claim that this is the most famous open problem in this area [6]. If G is a diameter 2 graph, then λ2,1(G) ≤ ∆2 [3].
Papers [8,9] proved that the conjecture is true for three classes of graphs, namely, the direct and strong product and the
Cartesian product of general nontrivial graphs. van den Heuvel and McGuinnes [21] proved that the conjecture holds for
planar graphswithmaximumdegree∆ ≥ 7. Sakai [10] proved that chordal graphs satisfy the conjecture andmore precisely
that λ2,1(G) ≤ 14 (∆+ 3)2. See [6] for more information.
In this paper, we will study the L(2, 1)-labeling on the total graph. The total graph plays an important role in the graph
labeling problems. The total graph T (G) of a graph G is the graph whose vertices correspond to the vertices and edges of G,
and whose two vertices are joint if and only if the corresponding vertices are adjacent, edges are adjacent or vertices and
edges are incident in G.
For the total graph T (G)with maximum degree∆, Shao et al. [11] had proved that λ2,1(T (G)) ≤ max{ 34∆2+ 12∆, 12∆2+
2∆}. We improve the bound to 12∆2 + ∆, which shows that the conjecture of Griggs and Yeh is true for the total graph. In
addition, we obtain the exact value of λ2,1(T (Km,n)), where Km,n is a complete bipartite graph for anym ≥ n ≥ 1.
2. A labeling algorithm
For any fixed positive integer k, a k-stable set of a graph G is a subset S of V (G) such that every two distinct vertices in S
are of distance greater than k. A 1-stable set is a usual independent set. A maximal 2-stable subset S of a set F is a 2-stable
subset of F such that S is not a proper subset of any 2-stable subset of F .
Chang and Kuo [4] proposed the following algorithm for obtaining an L(2, 1)-labeling and the maximum value of that
labeling on a given graph.
Algorithm 2.1.
Input: A graph G = (V , E).
Output: The value l is the maximum label.
Idea: In each step, find a maximal 2-stable subset from these unlabeled vertices that are distant at least 2 away from those
vertices labeled in the previous step. Then label all vertices in that 2-stable subset with the index i in current stage. The
index i starts from 0 and then increases by 1 in each step. The maximum label l is the final value of i.
Initialization: Set S−1 = ∅; V = V (G); i = 0.
Iteration:
1. Determine Fi and Si.
Fi = {x ∈ V : x is unlabeled and d(x, y) ≥ 2 for all y ∈ Si−1}
Si is a maximal 2-stable subset of Fi.
If Fi = ∅ then set Si = ∅.
2. Label these vertices in Si (if there is any) by i.
3. V ← V \ Si.
4. V ≠ ∅ then i ← i+ 1; go to Step 1.
5. Record the current i as l (which is the maximal label). Stop.
Therefore l is an upper bound on λ2,1(G). We would like to find a bound in terms of the maximum degree∆(G) of G.
3. Total graphs
Denote by S(G) the graph formed by subdividing each edge of G once. That is each edge of G is replaced by a path
of length 2. Recall that the square of a graph G,G2, is the graph with the vertex set V (G2) = V (G) and the edge set
E(G2) = E(G) ∪ {uv : dG(u, v) = 2}. We have the following result (cf. [14]).
Lemma 3.1. The total graph T (G) is isomorphic to the square of S(G).
Let u be a vertex of T (G). If u corresponds to a vertex in G then it is called a v-vertex. Otherwise u corresponds to an edge
in G, then it is called an e-vertex. From the definition of T (G), we know that u is adjacent to only two v-vertices x and ywhen
u is an e-vertex corresponding to the edge xy in G, and all other adjacent vertices of u are e-vertices. When u is a v-vertex
and adjacent to b in G, then u is adjacent to b andw in T (G), wherew is an e-vertex corresponding to the edge ub in G. Thus
we have degT (G) u = 2 degG uwhen u is a v-vertex and degT (G) u = degG x+degG ywhenever u is an e-vertex corresponding
to the edge xy in G. A vertex with the maximum degree in Gwill also be a vertex of the maximum degree in T (G). Denote as
∆1 the maximum degree of G and∆ the maximum degree of T (G). Hence∆ = 2∆1.
For the total graph with maximum degree∆, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.2. λ2,1(T (G)) ≤ 12∆2 +∆.
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Proof. Let x be a vertex with the largest label l obtained by Algorithm 2.1 for T (G). Define
I1 = {i : 0 ≤ i ≤ l− 1 and d(x, y) = 1 for some y ∈ Si},
I2 = {i : 0 ≤ i ≤ l− 1 and d(x, y) = 2 for some y ∈ Si},
I2 = {i : 0 ≤ i ≤ l− 1 and d(x, y) ≤ 2 for some y ∈ Si},
I3 = {i : 0 ≤ i ≤ l− 1 and d(x, y) ≥ 3 for all y ∈ Si}.
It is clear that |I2| + |I3| = l. For any i ∈ I3, x ∉ Fi. For otherwise Si ∪ {x} is a 2-stable of Fi, which contradicts the choice
of Si. That is, d(x, y) = 1 for some vertex y in Si−1, i.e., i− 1 ∈ I1. This implies |I3| ≤ |I1|. Hence l = |I2| + |I3| ≤ |I2| + |I1| ≤
2|I1| + |I2|.
In order to find l, it suffices to estimate 2|I1| + |I2| in terms of∆(T (G)).
Obviously, |I1| ≤ ∆. Next we will evaluate |I2|.
Case 1: Suppose x is a v-vertex of T (G). We divide all vertices with distance 2 from x into two sets: A = {v : d(v, x) =
2 and v is a v-vertex} and B = {u : d(u, x) = 2 and u is an e-vertex}. For any v in A, v is also the corresponding vertex
with distance 2 from x in G. Therefore the number of vertices in set A is at most ∆1(∆1 − 1). If u is an e-vertex in B and
corresponding to the edge yz in G, then y (or z) is adjacent to x in T (G). And there are at most degG y − 1 (or degG z − 1)
vertices in set Bwhich are adjacent to y (or z). Thus the number of vertices in set B is at most∆1(∆1 − 1). So the number of
vertices with distance 2 from x is |A| + |B| ≤ 2∆1(∆1 − 1) = 12∆2 −∆.
Case 2: Suppose x is an e-vertex of T (G) and corresponding to the edge ab in G. We divide all vertices with distance 2 from
x into two sets: A = {v : d(v, x) = 2 and v is a v-vertex} and B = {u : d(u, x) = 2 and u is an e-vertex}. For any v in A, v is
adjacent to a or b. Note that a, b ∉ A. So the number of vertices in setA is atmost (degG a−1)+(degG b−1) ≤ 2(∆1−1). Ifw is
an e-vertex and d(w, x) = 1, thenw is adjacent to a (or b) in T (G). Thus there are atmost degT (G)w−degG a−1 (or degT (G)w−
degG b−1) vertices in set Bwhich are adjacent tow. Let C1 = {w : d(w, x) = 1, w is an e-vertex, and adjacent to a in T (G)},
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2 +∆ ≤ ∆2 for∆ ≥ 2, so the conjecture of Griggs and Yeh is true for total graphs.
By a result in [3], if the complement of a diameter 2 graphG has a Hamilton path, then λ2,1(G) = |V (G)|−1. The following
theorem shows a sufficient condition of a graph being Hamiltonian.
Theorem 3.3 (Dirac). Let G be a graph with minimum degree δ. If δ ≥ |V (G)|/2, then there is a Hamilton cycle in G.
Theorem 3.4. For any complete bipartite graph Km,n with m ≥ n ≥ 1, we have
λ2,1(T (Km,n)) =

4, if m = 1 and n = 1;
2m+ 1, if m ≥ 2 and n = 1;
3m+ 1, if m ≥ n = 2;
m+ n+mn− 1, if m ≥ n ≥ 3.
Proof. Let A = {u1, u2, . . . , um} and B = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the two disjoint sets of vertices that partition V (Km,n), and wij
be a vertex of T (Km,n) corresponding to the edge viuj in G. Then |V (T (Km,n))| = m+ n+mn.
Case 1:m = 1 and n = 1; The results are easy to derive.
Case 2: m ≥ 2 and n = 1; When m = 2, we give the following labeling: f (u1) = 4, f (u2) = 3, f (v1) = 0, f (w11) = 2
and f (w12) = 5. When m ≥ 3, we give the following labeling: f (u1) = 2m − 1, f (u2) = 2m + 1, f (ui) = 2i − 3 for
3 ≤ i ≤ m, f (v1) = 0 and f (w1j) = 2j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. They are all L(2, 1)-labelings and show that λ2,1(T (Km,1)) ≤ 2m+ 1
form ≥ 2.
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Next, we will show that λ2,1(T (Km,1)) ≥ 2m + 1. Otherwise, suppose λ2,1(T (Km,1)) ≤ 2m. Note that the subgraph H
induced by the vertices w11, w12, . . . , w1m and v1 is Km+1. Since λ2,1(Km+1) = 2m, then all labels for w11, w12, . . . , w1m
and v1 are 0, 2, 4, . . . , 2m. Thus all the possible labels for ui are 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2m − 1. Suppose the label of v1 is t . Note
that v1 is adjacent to all ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. So there must have one value, t − 1 or t + 1, that cannot be used as label for
ui, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Thus there is at least one vertex in set A that has no label, a contradiction. So λ2,1(T (Km,1)) > 2m. Therefore
λ2,1(T (Km,1)) = 2m+ 1.
Case 3: m ≥ n = 2; When m = 2, we give the following labeling: f (u1) = 2, f (u2) = 6, f (v1) = 0, f (v2) = 4, f (w11) =
5, f (w12) = 3, f (w21) = 7 and f (w22) = 1. When m ≥ 3, we give the following labeling: f (uj) = 2m + 1 + j for
1 ≤ j ≤ m, f (v1) = 0, f (v2) = 1 and f (w1j) = 2j for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, f (w21) = 2m− 1, f (w22) = 2m+ 1, f (w2j) = 2j− 3 for
3 ≤ j ≤ m. They are all L(2, 1)-labelings and show that λ2,1(T (Km,2)) ≤ 3m+ 1 form ≥ 2. On the other hand, since T (Km,2)
is a diameter 2 graph, λ2,1(T (Km,2)) ≥ |V | − 1 = 3m+ 1. Therefore we have the result.
Case 4: m ≥ n ≥ 3; Since the maximum degree of T (Km,n) is 2m, the minimum degree of the complement of T (Km,n) is
m + n + mn − 1 − 2m = n + mn − m − 1. And n + mn − m − 1 ≥ |V (T (Km,n))|/2 = 12 (n + m + mn) if m ≥ n ≥ 3. By
Theorem 3.3, the complement of T (Km,n) is Hamiltonian. Hence λ2,1(T (Km,n)) = |V (T (Km,n))| − 1 = m+ n+mn− 1.
The theorem then follows. 
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